The idea that languages and sciences are separate
should be finally put to rest. It is time to shake
hands across that false divide, says Pavitra Baxi
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ho would have thought
that a nanometre-sized
cluster of genetic material,
which isn’t even considered a life
form, would bring humanity to its
knees? But here we are, racing
against time to fight this threat before
it engulfs us.
For once, the battle is not being
fought on border lines. Countries
are collaborating and not conspiring.
Clinical trials are gathering data
from across the world, and nations
are collaborating to mass-produce
life-saving medical equipment. To
find a cure, the need for effective
communication and information
exchange is crucial.
There’s been an artificial
distinction between the humanities –
including languages – and the
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) subjects in far
too many education systems for far
too long. As the current crisis
demonstrates, languages in particular
transcend these barriers. And there
are two implications here: one, that
languages are, or should be, part of
the STEM curriculum; and two,
that the role of translators and
interpreters in these subjects should
not be underestimated. I asked a
number of specialist translators for
their views…

Adding to the curriculum

For a significant number of students
around the world, the language they
need to learn is English. English is
the lingua franca of the scientific
world. More than 80% of research
findings published are in English,
and communication in English is a
must for anyone working in this field.
As a result, English is mandatory for
STEM courses in universities in
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almost all developing countries.
There are also the countries in which
a great many people have already
been educated in English-medium
schools and/or speak English at
home (see the feature on India on
page 8 of this issue).
But English is not the only
language that’s useful; medical
translator Brita Fiess (whose working
languages are English, French and
modern Greek) is in favour of having
a basic knowledge of two or more
languages – and yes, that applies to
STEM students too. After all, there is
still a vast portion of scientific
literature not available in English,

The combination of
languages and STEM
subject knowledge is
hard to beat and should
serve as a prime example
to motivate students to
learn languages

and getting access to this literature
will promote communication among
researchers. Carola Berger, who is a
certified English into German
translator specialising in technical,
scientific and IT-related texts, adds
that in today’s world, with ‘fake
news’ and accusations of ‘fake news’
both high on the agenda, it’s
important to be able to get more
than one perspective from an
international standpoint. (Indeed,
that’s probably even more important
for people working in scientific
research.) Overall, Berger feels that
the combination of languages and
STEM subject knowledge is hard to
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Two tribes

beat (even by artificial intelligence)
and should serve as a prime example
to motivate all students to learn
foreign languages.
In some countries this has been
taken on board. India, for instance,
is very aware of its position as a
manufacturing hub, and the college
where I studied offered introductory
courses in German, Russian and
Japanese to improve our career
prospects. During my time as a
student, 20 enthusiastic second-year
students joined the German language
course. At other universities,
certainly in the UK, engineering
students are some of the ones taking
up a language such as German,
French or Mandarin (along with
peers who are studying subjects like
international business, international
relations and criminal justice).
However, it’s worth noting that in
most education systems where this
cohort needs to learn English, the
language is not taught in a structured
way; students learn by imitating and
often have a poor understanding of
the language, which makes it
challenging for them to formulate
and communicate their ideas.
Several specialist translators
working in this field feel that
university level is just too late,
particularly for people who have not
studied languages for years. Heike
Holthaus is an English to German
translator specialising in patents and
technology, who feels it would be a
hard sell to convince college students
to take on a subject just because it
might benefit them at some time in
the future. Instead she believes that
language learning should begin at an
early age. After all, students should
realise that the benefits of foreignlanguage skills are not limited to
science and technology – a lot of
other careers could benefit from
them. The UK Association of
Graduate Recruiters is clear that
multinational companies are actively
looking for graduates with languages
and that candidates with a language
have the edge over those without.
But there’s certainly a feeling that
a more tailored and specialised
curriculum would be useful for this
cohort. Fiess is of the opinion that
the traditional language teaching
approach won’t help any learner, and
that STEM students are even less
likely to benefit from it. Her view is
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biology with a modern language,
for example, points out that ‘the
signiﬁcance of ideas and
developments in bioscience are
global, but taking advantage of
international research opportunities,
and ensuring their insights are
available to all requires an
understanding of how science works
in different cultures and how it can
be communicated’. Many of these
courses include a year abroad, just
as in typical language degrees (and
as Tkaczyk recommends).

The professionals

that STEM students would prefer a
more logic-based approach to
grammar learning, and that the focus
should be on scientific writing and
style instead of everyday colloquial
language. Karen Tkaczyk, who is a
leading chemical and pharmaceutical
translator based in the United States,
believes that university courses
offering language electives can be of
great help to STEM students
(especially if they get the opportunity
to spend time in a country speaking
that language). However, these
courses need to be tailored to suit the
requirements of STEM students. The
fundamentals of speaking, listening,
writing and reading don’t change,
she points out, but the subject matter
for these students should be related
to science and technology.
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A blend of the two

A number of institutions share the
view that these students need a
slightly different course curriculum:
one that focuses on communicating
ideas, interpreting foreign-language
scientific literature, and interactions
with students from target language
countries. After all, by the time many
students – particularly those who
have opted for ‘sciences’ rather than
‘humanities’ – have reached degree
level, they already have a fairly clear
idea of what they want to do in the
future and of the subject areas in
which they may want to specialise.
This means they can also think about
www.iti.org.uk
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Imperial College
is a leading centre
for science and
technology. It
also runs degree
programmes
combining
sciences and
languages

choosing a foreign language that will
enable them to communicate with
peers in countries where there is
work or research that interests them.
At Imperial College of Science,
Technology and Medicine in
London, the departments of Life
Sciences and of Chemistry offer
degree programmes ‘with a language

Research spending in
nations such as China,
Japan and Israel is
increasing, which means
that so is the need to
communicate and
collaborate

for science’ – combining the science
degree with French, German or
Spanish. And, interestingly,
candidates need to have an A level in
that language already. These courses
are linked to Imperial College’s
Centre for Languages, Culture and
Communication, which has the
stated aim of delivering ‘excellent
teaching and scholarship in the fields
of humanities, languages and science
communication’. In the UK, the
universities of Manchester,
Birmingham, Sheffield and
Nottingham are among the
institutions offering similar courses.
The literature for Sheffield’s BSc in

Of course, professional translation is
already a key element in the STEM
sector. Translators with good
qualifications and specialist
knowledge in STEM subjects are
highly prized (Tkaczyk has a PhD in
organic chemistry as well as a
diploma in French), and the value of
professional training for translators
in this sector is increasingly being
reflected in the courses on offer.
Plenty of translation MAs build in
a ‘technical translation’ component,
and some take this further;
University College London, for
instance, offers an MSc (rather than
an MA) in specialised translation in
the scientific, technical and medical
areas. At the Middlebury Institute of
International Studies at Monterey,
California, the MA in translation and
localisation management is now
classified as a STEM degree, with a
curriculum that covers categories
such as automation, data science
and artificial intelligence.
Research spending in nations
such as China, Japan and Israel is
increasing, with a consequent need
for greater communication and
collaboration. Publication by
international authors is constantly
seeing an upward trend. The current
situation has only served to
emphasise this: within three months
of the start of the COVID-19
pandemic 65 countries had
submitted research papers to
prestigious peer-reviewed journals.
When crises blur national
boundaries, the need of the hour is a
linguistically rich scientific
community that can collaborate with
other countries effectively. And
skilled translators, who are as adept
with STEM subjects as they are with
language, are surely key to this.
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